SYSTEMWARE CONTENT CLOUD

How to Manage and Transform
Your Enterprise Content
Locate content across multiple files, legacy systems, and third-party
products with speed

Building an organization that delivers innovation, solves problems, and creates
loyalty requires consistent, effective communication. Access to immediate, secure
information is vital to forging bonds and alliances with customers and employees.
How fast your teams ﬁnd data within your organization radically affects
performance. Save your users hundreds of hours searching through documents and
folders with an industry-leading indexing capability for fast content retrieval – and
increased user productivity.
Content Cloud is an enterprise content services platform that enables an authorized
user to ﬁnd a piece of information buried in your content ecosystem. Whether your
enterprise content is stored in multiple systems or buried in archives across your
ecosystem, Content Cloud cuts the search time for documents, facts, and ﬁgures.

Deliver anywhere, anytime access to your content

Most organizations use multiple enterprise content software solutions and have data
stored in a variety of places and systems; this complicates and hinders locating
information. Content Cloud accelerates how fast you can ﬁnd data with an indexing
capability that provides granularity and accuracy – features unavailable with
document-level metadata search from other software providers.

Retrieve and access relevant content to authorized users with
dynamic data-masking

Relevance and permission are necessary elements for information governance. Your
enterprise content services platform must support access controls to protect data –
and without affecting user productivity. Content Cloud ﬁlters content based on
permissions for speciﬁc roles and responsibilities; this allows users to access
relevant content to the individual. Dynamic data-masking permits only those with
authorization to view sensitive data or speciﬁc lines and pages – even from a
million-page report. And with dynamically segmenting a single document or report,
you save on storage costs because you retain only one version or instance of the ﬁle.

“We’ve accomplished more this year than the past eleven years
combined. We are doing work rather than pulling reports.”
~KASH Team at Kroger

Content Cloud is an enterprise content services platform that enables you to manage all of the
various forms of content across your entire organization – from large output data streams to
single desktop ﬁles. Customer statements and correspondence, ﬁnancial records, invoices,
million-page reports – any business document you have – can be accessed with Content Cloud
through a single interface quickly and reliably, regardless of location. The Systemware
difference is how we capture and categorize content using our advanced indexing capabilities.
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Key Benefits

• Eliminate time spent
searching for information
• Locate the exact content
you need fast in minutes,
not hours

• Transform a document
into the desired format
with advanced extraction
capabilities

Points of differentiation/
Key Features
• Enhanced indexing
accelerates the speed to
ﬁnd content across multiple
documents, folders, and
platforms
• Search indexes across
multiple systems with
Federated search

• Dynamic data-masking
protects sensitive data

Kroger reduced time
spent on end-of-year
payroll processing from
112 hours to 3 with a
script that enabled
them to find, retrieve,
and reconcile payroll
data quickly.

